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Angels in the Qur’ān: some of their roles, 

representations, and relationship with the jinn 
 

Louise Gallorini  
 
 
This paper focuses on the general representation of angels in the Qur’ān, and their relationship to 

another category of beings in the Islamic worldview, the jinn. A quick review of the works written about 

angelology in the Islamic world and the presence of jinn as well as an analysis of the Quranic verses will 

show us that the apparition of Islam was closely linked to the accentuation of the place of angels in the 

worldview of the believers. This created a shift in the position and role of the jinn, beings subject of 

popular belief in pre-islamic Arabia, whereby angels would take on the role of exclusive messengers 

from the Otherworld, a function which was typical of the jinn in pre-islamic Arabia. Jinn would remain 

an important feature of the imaginary within the Islamic world, albeit with a modified role.  

 
Note: Translation of Quranic verses are taken from The Study Quran (ed. Seyyed Hossein Nasr, 2015), 

and words in Arabic are transliterated in Italic, with the Brill transliteration system. 

Key words : angelology, Qur’ān, jinn, islamicate imaginary. 

 

Angels and jinn occupy a relatively important place in the islamicate imaginary, past and present.Here 

the term « Islamicate » is used as an alternative to « islamic », as recently coined to describe a place 

and time where and when Islam was a significant component of society – but not necessarily the only 

one (Hodgson, 1974: 54). Angels as such were known to Christian and Jews, both before Islam and 

within the islamicate world, but what is less known is that angels are also part of the core belief of a 

Muslim, as attested by widely known Quranic verse (Qurʾān 4:136) and basic religious tenets. Among 

these tenets is one according to which the Qurʾān itself has been transmitted by the Archangel Gabriel 

to the Prophet Muhammad, and angels accompany a believer in his everyday life with the primary 

example of two angels sitting at a Muslim’s right and left side during the daily prayer, which ends by 

the person saluting them each in turn and thus marking the end of the prayer. 

As for jinn, as we will see in this paper, they had been occupying a place of choice during pre-islamic 

times of the Arabian Peninsula, as messengers and mediators between the Otherworld (ghayb) and 

the world of humans. They were such a part of the daily life of the peoples of Arabia that the Qur’ān is 
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addressed both, to humans and jinn, as these creatures, like humans, can choose to be believers 

following different religions or not, and generally can also chose to be evil or good. Nowadays, jinn are 

an important part of the Islamic imaginary and lived realities, as some studies have shown (see for 

example in anthropology Rothenberg, 2004; and in psychiatry Ghaziuddin, 2017), and it would be 

interesting to investigate further their representations at the crossroads of literature, anthropology, 

and psychology, but this is beyond the scope of this paper which takes a literary and philological 

approach. It will look into some of the representations and roles of angels and their relationship to jinn 

in one of the oldest Arabic text mentioning them, the Qur’ān, which informed later a massive literature, 

both religious and non religious, feeding the islamicate imaginary. 

Indeed, Arabic literature in its written form, whether religious or profane, as we read it and study it for 

the most part nowadays, academically or not, has arguably started with the act of writing down the 

Qurʾān not a long time after the Prophet’s death in 632 C.E. in a culture characterized by oral 

transmission (for more on this argument see Neuwirth, 2014). With the diffusion of the new religion 

and Arab conquests, the need to understand the sacred text led medieval scholars to write down pre-

islamic and Early Islamic non-religious texts, such as poetry, and then give rise to many commentaries 

and elaboration on concepts such as angels and jinn. However, the Qurʾān has been understood and 

interpreted by many scholars of diverse cultural backgrounds informing their understanding of the text 

over the centuries of the pre-modern Islamic world, and as such some recent studies (Neuwirth et al., 

2009; Neuwirth, 2013; Chabbi, 2014, 2016) are essential for an approach of the Qur’ān and its themes 

in its historical and anthropological context, before the rise of the Islamic Empire and its multicultural 

fabric. With this approach in mind this paper will discuss jinn and angels within the Quranic text, 

regardless of later interpretations as much as possible.  

Regarding the otherworldly side of pre-modern Arabic literature and its pre-islamic roots, the works of 

Jaroslav Stetkevytch (1996) on the traces of myths in the Arabian peninsula are to be noted, as well as 

Esma H. Tengour’s study (2013) on the jinn in the Quranic text, creatures specific to the imaginary and 

cultural world of pre-islamic Arabia, and creatures which were incorporated into the Islamic worldview 

from the start. Stephen Burge’s 2015 work on angels, though not primarily focused on the Qur’ān, shed 

light on another category of otherworldly beings of islamicate literature that were given even less 

scholarly attention than jinn as primary subject of any study. 
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Indeed Göran Larsson (2012), reviewing Stephen Burge’s book Angels in Islam1, precisely comments 

on the lack of studies conducted on pre-modern Islamic angelology and the relationship between 

Islamic angels and their counterparts in neighbouring cultures and traditions. Larsson goes further in 

the same article commenting that there is a wrongly but widely accepted assumption that the figure 

of angels in Islam are only an external addition to Islamic theology, a mere adaptation from what is 

found in Christian and Jewish texts and traditions, with no proper Islamic specifics. Are angels a mere 

import of a Judeo-Christian concept in the newly developing Islamic faith and theology?  

This view is successfully challenged by Burge in his book (2015), demonstrating that angels are an 

interesting topic to broach such subjects as Islamic philosophy and theology, as angels are mostly used 

by scholars as a means to demonstrate directly or indirectly views and conceptions in philosophical or 

theological debates. He also shows that far from being a mere import from the Jewish and Christian 

traditions (whose influence is obvious in many cases), angels in Islam have also benefitted, as a subject 

and part of the Islamic creed, of an internal evolution specific to Islam. However Burge’s book focuses 

on Islamic angelology in comparison with Jewish and Christian traditions regarding angels, with a point 

of departure on Islamic angels as known in the Mamluk era ḥadīth (plural aḥādīth) 2 and has given birth 

to a ‘science of ḥadīth’. That is the study by medieval scholars of the level of veracity of each ḥadīth 

according to its chain of transmitters among other criteria. Departing from this later era, this article 

will take an interest in angels within the quranic text. 

 

A quick definition of angels and jinn and their relationship  

Angels in Islam did not attract much attention as a subject of study and analysis. Might they not be 

“Arabian” enough to deserve the scholars’ attention? Are they too “uneventful”, usually seen as the 

perfect creatures obeying to God, as compared to the sometimes angel and always troublesome Iblīs, 

to deserve further study? A quick overview of their appearances in the Quranic text will show us that 

their representations are slightly more complex than initially thought. 

  

                                                           
1 This article uses a Burge’s reprint from 2015; however the book was first published in 2011. 
2 The term hadīth designates a collection of stories and sayings surrounding the Prophet’s life, as collected over 
the two first centuries of Islam. In this, it is comparable to the gospels relating parts of the life of Jesus. 
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Regarding the definition of angels in Islam, the contributions of Gabriel S. Reynolds as well as 

MacDonald & Madelung to the Encyclopaedia of Islam come as a reference around the matter of 

angels. Another article he wrote is a linguistic and exegetical discussion of the Sūra 35:1 of the Qurʾān 

(Burge, 2008), which is the only verse giving details about the angels’ aspect, as having wings:  

“Praise be to God, Originator of the heavens and the earth, Who appoints the angels 

as messengers, of wings two, three, and four, increasing creation as He will. Truly 

God is Powerful over all things.”  (31:1) 

In this article, he reviews the disputed origins of the word “malak”, which would be linked to any 

previous Semitic languages such as Canaanite, Aramaic, Syriac, Hebrew or Ethiopic, with a slight 

preference to the latter. In all these languages the root has the meaning of “to send a message or a 

messenger”, which fits the common idea of angels as being God’s messengers. But in Arabic, Burge 

shows that the use of the word “malak” is done as if it had lost this primary meaning, since elsewhere 

the Qurʾān speaks of humans and angels sent as messengers (rusul) (Qurʾān 22:75), thus making a 

distinction between the angel as a being and their role, since it is implied there that they could have 

another function than being messengers. Burge notes there that the distinction between malak (angel) 

and rasūl (messenger) is the same then that there is in Latin between angelus (angels) and nuntius 

(messenger), where the original meaning of the root is not taken into consideration in using the word 

(contrary to the other Semitic languages where there is no such clear distinction). Burge concludes 

then that malak, as early as in the Quranic text, has come to mean a celestial being first and foremost, 

as belonging to the spiritual realm, more than a function. 

However we will see that Tengour’s study on the jinn, in the context in which Islam first appeared, will 

help understand that in the Qurʾān the angels had specifically taken over the role of a messenger from 

the jinn, or at least made it exclusive. And so that more than a word defining a being, an angel (malak) 

refers to a function transferred to them by the Quranic text. 

But first, being less known to non-Arabophone and non-Muslim readers, what are the jinn? While the 

creation of angels is interestingly not mentioned by the Quranic text, the Qur’ān however gives some 

details on the creation of jinn and man. Indeed, we learn that angels are said to be made from light 

according to a well known ḥadīth (see Saḥīḥ Muslim, ḥadīth n° 2996), knowing that in this instance the 

word used in Arabic for light is nūr, which specifically means a light seen in the dark or at night, such 

as the light of the moon, in opposition to ḍawʾ, daylight. However what the Quranic text mentions is 

the creation of jinn and men: it defines jinn as made from fire, and specifies that they were created 

before man in the chronology of creation, according to the following verses: 
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“And We indeed created man from dried clay, made of molded mud, and the jinn 

We created earlier from scorching fire.” (15:26-27) 

“And He created jinn from smokeless fire.” (55:15) 

The words used for fire here are particular to the Arabian context, if nār is the regular Arabic word for 

the concept of “fire” in English, it is qualified in two different ways in this verse: in the first verse 

“scorching fire” is the translation of nār al-samūm, and it refers to the hot winds of the deserts, seen 

as a negative element (Tengour, 2013 ; 178-9); whereas in the second verse, “smokeless fire” 

translates mārij min nār which would refer to the optical effect seen outside when the summer sun 

provokes some sort of mirage-like effect (Tengour, 2013: 184). 

Like angels, jinn are hidden from the human gaze, and this is indicated by the root of the Arabic word, 

J N N, from which derives the word jinn and the word for paradise (janna), a root to which is primarily 

attached the notion of invisibility (see the root “J N N” in the lisān al-ʿarab by Ibn Manẓūr – the well-

known Arabic lexicographical dictionary produced in the 9th century and very important source for 

classical Arabic literature). 

As explained by Tengour, jinn were the main inhabitants of the otherworld known to man, in a world 

from before the Islamic empires and classical exegesis and ḥadīth collections: the jinn were lords and 

ladies of certain localities, from whom tribes and individuals had to ask permission before settling in a 

particular place. They were also spiritual guides, called upon by the seers, as well as having the function 

of muses to the poets (for an updated review on the spirituality of Pre-Islamic Arabia see Moreman, 

2017). Indeed, pre-Islamic Arabia gave a particular high status to poets, who could be heralds, warriors 

or diplomats; and with Islamic times, despite an uneasy relationship between poetry and religion, 

poetry would remain recognised as the highest art. As such, the prophet was initially accused to be no 

more than another poet, inspired by a jinn, and the Qur’ān sets on refuting this claim, with the 

suggestion that Muḥammad only transmits what is given him by God, via the Archangel Gabriel, 

according to most interpretations (if not all of them). This is how, in the spiritual landscape, the coming 

of the new religion means the relegation of jinn on the same level as humans, that is to say beings who 

are not superior to human-beings regarding the divine revelation, and where God, by the intermediary 

of the prophet, will challenge them to produce something akin to the Quranic revelation: 

“Say, ‘Surely if mankind and jinn banded together to bring the like of this Quran, 

they would not bring the like thereof, and even if they supported one another.’”  

(17:88) 
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Jinn are similarly brought to the same level as human in that they are beings who can choose to heed 

or not the call of God, according to this verse where jinn are speaking in the first person: 

“Some of us are righteous, and some among us are otherwise; we are on paths 

divided.” (72:11) 

In parallel, angels will be placed by the Quranic text as exclusive messengers (to the exception of 

Prophets) between the Otherworld and the worlds of jinn and humans. Indeed, if jinn are part of the 

Otherworld, they do not have access to all of it anymore. It is as if their own and restricted part of the 

Otherworld turns into a sub-world, subject to the divine power along with the human world. As such, 

angels will become thus messengers sent by God, “Lord of the Worlds” (as per the frequent 

denomination in the Quranic text): 

“God chooses messengers from among the angels and from among mankind. Truly 

God is Hearing, seeing.” (22:75) 

Where before jinn had that function for humans, for better or worse, according to this verse: 

“Indeed, individuals among mankind did seek refuge with individuals among the 

jinn, and so increased them in oppression.” (72:6) 

Furthermore, angels will now actively discourage jinn from listening on the heavens by throwing them 

shooting stars, as per the usual explanation I was offered everytime I had the chance to see shooting 

stars in the company of Muslim friends (presented as folklore or as personal belief). These widespread 

interpretations are based on the following verses (the first two verses are jinn speaking in the first 

person, the second group of verses is a third person retelling about them): 

“‘We reached out to Heaven and found it filled with mighty sentries and flaming 

stars. We used to sit in places thereof to listen, but whosoever listens now finds a 

flaming star lying in wait for him. (…)’” (72:8-9) 

“They listen not to the Highest Assembly, for they are repelled from every side, cast 

out, and theirs shall be a punishment everlasting, save one who snatches a 

fragment as a piercing flame pursues him.” (37:8-10) 

While jinn were firmly established in the pre-Islamic Arabian imaginary, there has been some debate 

on when angels came to Arabia and whether they were known before or became known with the birth 

of Islam to the people of Arabia. While Joseph Chelhod (1965) argues that angels were known to the 
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people of pre-Islamic Arabia, Toufic Fahd (1971) refutes this, saying that angels came to Arabia only 

with the advent of Islam. Amira El Zein (2009) supports Chelhod’s view with four points: First, Arabs 

could have used the word “jinn” to designate angels, as the root “J N N” refers to anything that is 

hidden, belonging to the ghayb (that is, invisible to the human gaze); secondly (and most important 

point in my view) pre-Islamic Arabs were composed of pagans, Zoroastrians, Christians, and Jews, and 

these three later groups should have been familiar with the concept of angels; thirdly the Qurʾān refers 

to angels in a way that suggests that it was a known concept in pre-Islamic Arabia; and lastly pre-Islamic 

Arabs used to refer to fallen angels (See El-Zein, 2009: 35). 

The second point could be supported by a Quranic verse part of one of the Quranic rendering of Biblical 

stories, in this case the story of Moses coming to face the Pharaoh. In this excerpt, Pharaoh challenges 

Moses publicly, denying his divine mission because he was not endowed with divine favors such as 

understood by Egyptians, and Pharaoh ends his challenge by this question: 

“Why, then, have armlets of gold not been cast upon him, and why do angels not 

accompany him ?” (43:53) 

Beliefs and religion of Ancient Egypt did not include any angels or figures coming close to the 

understanding of an angel as is it understood in the monotheisms, so this could only be seen as a 

Quranic adaptation of a story relating to another world and culture than that of 7th century Arabia, so 

as to be understood by its listeners. If the Quranic text saw fit to use the concept of angel then, it must 

be because such creatures were known by at least an important part of the public, if only the Christians 

and Jews among them. 

The third point, built on the second one, is more developed by Ḥusayn Al-Ḥājj Ḥasan quoting and 

explaining a few verses from the Qurʾān regarding what he calls the worshipping of angels (Husayn al-

Hajj, 1988: 123 f.). Indeed, if there is no written text dating from the pre-Islamic times (excluding recent 

findings in archeology and epigraphy), the Qurʾān being the oldest extended text written in Arabic 

nonetheless can give us clues about the belief system of pre-Islamic Arabians. From the text itself and 

its more or less clear references to the world it appeared into, one can perceive some bribes of this 

gone world, which seem to have included, already, angels. 

Both creatures of the Otherworld, the relationship between angels and jinn is interesting, though not 

always clear in its beginning, if only because both categories of beings could have been designated by 

the same word, jinn, as we have seen. At most we could say that this ambiguity could be taken as one 
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example of a pervasive characteristic of pre-modern Arabic culture as shown in the works of Thomas 

Bauer (2015). 

Some examples of angels found in the Qur’an 

Regarding the transmission of the Qur’ān to the Prophet by the Archangel Gabriel, Tengour makes an 

interesting remark in that Gabriel was mentioned in the Quranic text only very late in the Medinian 

period, and never explicitly as the messenger sent to the Prophet. He would have then later been 

identified in subsequent religious literature as the Prophet’s messenger, when the Islamic Empire 

needed to produce exegesis to form a coherent theology for a religion seen as the successor of the 

previous monotheisms : 

“During this primitive period of the revelation, the word rasūl clearly denotes a 

supernatural messenger. This messenger is never named. Medieval Islamic tradition 

will identify it as the angel Gabriel, Gibrīl, while he is himself still unknown to the 

Quranic speech and will make only three apparitions in all, at a later stage, in the 

Sura II, al-Baqara, verses 97-98 and Sura LXVI, al-Taḥrīm, verse 4. (…) nowhere does 

the (Quranic text) affirms that the inspirator (or the transmitter of messages) of 

Muhammad is an angel called Gibrīl.” (Tengour, 2013: 78-85, translated by the 

contributor).  

However the following verse strongly suggest otherwise: 

“Whosoever is an enemy of Gabriel: he it is who sent it down upon thy heart by 

God’s Leave, confirming that which was there before, and as a guidance and glad 

tiding for the believers.” (2:97) 

Gabriel is there mentioned by name (Jibrīl) and though the Qur’ān is not, the “it” of “who went it down” 

suggests the Quranic revelation, as it is hard to imagine anything else to be described as “confirming 

that which was there before, and as a guidance and glad tiding for the believers”. Indeed the Qur’ān 

presents itself as a continuation of the previous divine messages of Jewish and Christian sacred texts. 

Tengour also supposes that Quranic angels might not correspond exactly to angels as described in 

classical medieval literature during the times of the caliphal ages (Tengour, 2013: 353). This remains a 

vast area to be researched, beyond the scope of this article, and is one of the question of an ongoing 

research on the representation of angels between the Quranic text and later Islamic mystical literature. 
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Following are the three verses mentioning Gabriel by name, one of them also mentioning Michael - 

these being the two only angel names that we find in common between the Quranic and Biblical texts.  

“Whosoever is an enemy of God, His angels and His messengers, and Gabriel and 

Michael: God is indeed the enemy of the disbelievers.” (2:98) 

“If you both repent unto God… For your hearts did certainly incline, and if you aid 

one another against him, then truly God, He is his Protector, as are Gabriel and the 

righteous among the believers; and the angels support him withal.” (66:4) 

These two verses remain rather vague in the depiction of Gabriel and Michael’s functions, and seem 

to be put slightly apart from the “angel” category, though they seem important enough to be 

mentioned by name (is this a way of suggesting they are Archangels, or have a special status?), which 

is not the case of the Angel of Death for example (Qur’ān 32:11). The second verse would suggest one 

of Gabriel’s role as protector, aside from being a messenger as in 2:97 seen before.  

Protectors and guardians are an expected function of angels in the Islamic world, protectors of Hell’s 

gates (Qurʾān 74:31) or protectors of humans, as supported by these following verses, where another 

function is given, the function of writing all deeds of humans: 

“And yet truly over you there are guardians, noble, writing, knowing what you do.” 

(82:10-12) 

However, should one choose to shun God’s help, one is also assigned a “guardian” demon instead: 

“Whosoever turns blindly away from the rememberance of the Compassionate, We 

asign to him a satan who is then a companion unto him.” (43:36) 

The word used here in Arabic for “satan” is qarīn, which happens to be also a word used in pre-Islamic 

times for the companion jinn of a specific person, such as a poet. However contrary to what this verse 

suggests, this word was previously connoted either positively or negatively according to how this 

particular person’s deeds or speech, influenced by his personal jinn, were perceived. Now it is regarded 

negatively. So this would be another example of how the Quranic text uses and adapts pre-Islamic 

concepts in its argumentation, and thereby influencing their understanding. 

Moreover, if angels were then seen as protectors and guardians, they also seemed enabled to have a 

more active role in human affairs, beyond protection, as they are believed by Muslims to have taken 

part in one particular battle involving the early Muslims, the battle of Badr in C.E. 624 which was the 
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first military success of the young Muslim community. This is in any case the usual context given for 

the following verse: 

“When you sought succor from your Lord, He responded to you, ‘I shall aid you with 

a thousand angels rank upon rank.’” (8:9) 

Two other verses show this readiness of the divine to send his angels in the aid of his believers, as an 

answer to a plea and to patience shown in adversity: 

“Remember when thou saidst unto the believers, ‘Is it not enough for you that your 

Lord should support you with three thousand angels sent down? Yea, if you are 

patient and reverent, and they come at you immediately, your Lord will support you 

with five thousand angels bearing marks.’” (3 :124-125) 

If angels as protectors and helpers fit in the common view of God’s subservient creatures, 

unquestioning of His acts (except for Satan of course), another particularly long Quranic verse adds a 

more complex nuance to the angel “beyond reproach”. Indeed the story of Hārūt and Mārūt, shows 

angels that are usually seen more as of the “fallen angels” category, while not being the standard 

representation of evil like Iblīs/Satan : 

“And they followed what the satans recited against the kingdom of Solomon. 

Solomon did not disbelieve, but the satans disbelieved, teaching people sorcery and 

that which was sent down to the two angels at Babylon, Hārūt and Mārūt. But they 

would not teach anyone until they had said, ‘We are only a trial, so do not 

disbelieve.’ Then they would learn from them that by which they could cause 

separation between a man and his wife. But they did not harm anyone with it, save 

by God’s Leave. And they would learn that which harmed them and brought them 

no benefit, knowing that whosoever purchases it has no share in the Hereafter. Evil 

is that for which they sold their souls, had they but known.” (2 :102) 

Among the different stories later developed by exegetes and commentators around this verse in later 

Islamic literature is that these two angels were put to the test by God when they claimed to be unable 

to fall into sin as humans do, since angels are not as feeble as humans and only perfectly obedient to 

God and pure. So God sent them on Earth as a test, and this test they fail by committing different sins 

(among them adultery and killing). Georges Dumézil (1945) argues that this two figures come from an 

Iranian myth, and this story, like the others, could suggest diverse origins (Tottoli, E.I. 3). However here 
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the Quranic text does not mention or suggest much the stories that will be later attached to it. Here 

Hārūt and Mārūt are only described to be sent down in the human world in the time of Babylon, as 

teachers who take care to present themselves as a trial from God, and asking people to keep their faith 

before teaching humans anything. And God explicitly says that if the results of their teaching did harm 

anyone, it was only part of His divine plans. So the verse gives an image of these two angels as a divine 

test for humans, in contradiction to being themselves the subject of a test by God as we understand 

from the later stories attached to this verse. 

A special case of fallen angel is of course Iblīs/Satan, reflecting the unclear relationship between angel 

and jinn, and the definite possibility that angels might not always be “perfect characters”. The story of 

the fall of Satan/Iblīs is mentioned in different places throughout the Quranic text, and if in some other 

passages (such as 2:30-34 and 38:71-85) Iblīs is understood as belonging to the angel category from 

the immediate context, the example of the following verse shows the ambiguity of his identity: 

“When We said unto the angels, ‘Prostrate before Adam’, they prostrated, save 

Iblīs. He was of the jinn and he deviated from the command of his Lord. Will you 

then take him and his progeny as protectors apart from Me, though they are an 

enemy unto you? How evil an exchange for the wrongdoers!” (18:50) 

Though the verse qualifies him as clearly “of the jinn”, it comes in a sentence that suggest his belonging, 

in parallel to ‘angels’. Tengour explains this by the fact that Iblīs is regarded as belonging to angels as 

long as he obeys to God, but his refusal to bow to man makes him become a jinn, through a process of 

“jinnisation” of the Biblical figure of Satan (Tengour, 2013: 205-210). 

Indeed Satan/Iblīs’ identification as jinn or fallen angel is disputed, and through the previous remarks 

about the root “J N N” that might indicate that both jinn and angels in late antique Arabia were one 

and the same category might lead us to think that this discussion won't be resolved anytime soon, as 

Christopher M. Moreman concluded in an article on pre-Islamic Arabian spirituality: “A more accurate 

definition of jinn, then, includes any spiritual entity, be it considered demon, angel, ancestor, or deity” 

(Moreman, 2017) – that is, any being seen as belonging mainly to the Otherworld (ghayb). Whether 

fallen angel or jinn or both, Satan/Iblīs’ figure has also an interesting role in Sufi literature, as Peter J. 

Awn has shown in his 1983 work. There he shows that Satan turns out to be a model monotheist, as 

he refuses to bow to anyone but God, even when God orders him and the angels to bow to Man, and 

even though this disobedience causes his downfall … 
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In regard to the relationship between humans and angels, in Sufi literature and elsewhere, the debate 

of angels being the most perfect of God’s creature is discussed in light of man being superior to angels, 

as he is made from both clay and spirit, and given free will, while God also asked the angels to bow to 

man (as in the verse above) thus putting man in a position of superiority, though angels are more 

obedient creatures than man (Murata, 2007). 

 

Conclusion 

This quick overview of angels in the Qur’ān and their relationship to jinn have shown us an important 

shift in the imaginary of the new believers at the time of the apparition of Islam. The mythical and 

powerful jinn lose some of their power to the profit of angels, and most notably the function of 

messenger between the otherworld and the world of humans. Angels are creatures considered more 

trustworthy of the divine missions and messages by the Quranic text, though as we have seen, not all 

angels may appear as obedient and harmless creatures.  

This shift will inform later pre-modern Arabic literature, with different treaties on these beings as 

subject, such as al-Ḥabāʾik fī akhbār al-malāʾik by al-Suyūṭī (d. 1505 C.E.), aside from apparition of 

angels and jinn as part of other literary genres, from the encyclopaedic kitāb al-ḥayawān by al-Jāḥiẓ on 

the animals and creatures of the world, to the well-known Arabian Nights (alf layla wa layla). This later 

literature, influenced by the conquered territories and cultures of the new Islamic Empire, will also be 

informed with Neoplatonic ideas, pervasive in the classical Islamicate world and especially in mystic 

literature (Knysh, 2017: 124-136), a world view in which angels and jinn will be presented and used 

differently in the argument of diverse authors. 

Beyond this, the importance of angels in mystical Islamic literature has been shown through the Awn’s 

work previously mentioned on the importance of the figure of Iblīs in Sufism and the ambiguity 

surrounding this figure who is regarded at times as an angel, and other times as a jinn. Sachiko Murata 

also stresses the importance of angels in Sufi texts: “angelology is often an essential component of 

both cosmology and spiritual psychology, since the angels enter into the definition of both the 

macrocosm and the microcosm” (Murata, 2007). In this chapter that she devotes to angels, she 

presents a summary of angels and some of their roles that are to be found in both the Qurʾān and 

various classical authors, such as Ibn Sīnā’s Treatise on the Angels, Suhrawardī’s The Song of Gabriel’s 

Wing and various Sufi authors such as Ibn ʿArabī and his adoptive son and follower Ṣadr al-dīn al-

Qūnawī. She concludes that « Islamic spirituality can only be envisaged in connection with the angels, 
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who are intertwined with all dimensions of human life as seen by Islam. The key events of sacred history, 

such as the Revelation itself, the Prophet’s Nocturnal Ascent, and the battle of Badr, are explicit 

instances of angelic intervention. (…) To speak of Islamic spirituality from its most popular to its most 

esoteric level is to call attention to the role of the angelic hierarchy. » (Murata, 2007). 
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